
LETTER FROM OUR CLUB CAPTAIN – NICO WESTRAAT  1st July 2020 
 
 

Hello there everyone, 

 
It has been almost 4 weeks since we got back out there and interesting to  read 

in the Handicap news that 165’000 rounds have already been played in South 

Africa since restart of golf. 
 

At Plett Golf we have certainly seen the increase, mostly due to the happiness of 

being back on our great course, but also being “squashed” by the less times 
available.  Winter has also been limiting our day light.  Make sure you get your 

bookings done on time! 

 

We are working on some improvements on our communication, and a few small 
things on, and "just off" the course.  All in the name of serving and protecting 

our biggest asset. 

 
Hazard markers have been repainted and out there as the paint dries.  

Remember the OUT OF BOUNDS is on our boundaries - marked with white 

stakes.  RED Stakes out there, a bit spaced in places, but they are there.  So too 
the YELLOW markers.  Please treat these as immovable whether inside the field 

of play or inside the hazard. 

 

Greg has set up our CHECK IN function on the CLUB MASTER app so you can 
check in.  Please ensure that your CLUB ACCOUNT has some money in it for any 

charges. 

 
PRO SHOP now open till 16h00, and coach CLIFF is back at teaching, if there is 

rust to be removed after lock down - make contact with him direct to book a 

lesson. 
 

Please remain considerate of the people behind you.  The course is immaculate - 

please keep ALL pitch-marks repaired CORRECTLY and some sand in those 

divots please? 
We ask that you smooth out your foot marks in the bunkers as well you possibly 

can. 

 
Sadly the virus is on the increase and it has very little selection criteria - Stay 

safe and stay true to yourself. 

I wish you health, warmth and happiness out there.  

 
From us to you, keep it smooth 

 

Nico 
 

 

Nico Westraat 

nico@nicwest.co.za 
+27 76 196 7755 
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